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Johnstown Common Council Meetings Covered 
     WFNY videotapes The Gloversville and Johnstown Common Council Meetings 
and we air these on Wednesdays beginning at 6pm each week.Most people do not 
have the time to get to these meetings so we bring them to their homes. So many local 
issues as well as state and federal issues are discussed. Right now a huge issue is 
child safety, in the classroom. This affects everyone. After recent snowstorms, public 
safety issues are discussed. Every month seems to be fiancial doom and gloom, and 
these issues are discussed. 
 

Gloversville and Johnstown School Board Meetings Covered 

     WFNY video tapes and airs the Gloversville and Johnstown School Board 
Meetings and we air them each week on Tuesdays beginning at 6pm. So many local 
issues are discussed as well as information for the students. Gloversville has begun to 
have meetings at different parts of the district to show off parts of the facilities.Issues 
discussed each month range from education to transportation, to financial. The disrcts 
also feature good students and accomplishments as well as discuss many bad issues in 
struggling times. 
 

Nathan Littauer Hospital Program 

     We have offered Nathan littauer Hospital air time to disuss the so many medical 
issues as well as financial, facility, educational, and so much more. The issue for 
quarter four was ticks and lyme disease. So many people and animals have been biten 
by ticks that it is alarming. The programming was to teach and reassure folks of how to 
avoid and handle the situation, among other topics discussed. We also did a program 
on the updated Food Service department and interviewed Fealthlink on the class being 
held for adult falls. 
 

Gloversville Police Department Self Defense Class 

     This programs still airs and contains so much current information. Two members of 
our police force took the time to do a two hour self defense class that goes beyod 
physical protection. This program was able to teach how to avoid and how to get 
yourself out of a bad situation. This was tught so well that it will be hard to replace. We 
still have crime, and lots of it. This program shows just how far you can legally portect 
yourself. 
 

Tour Of The Erie Canal 
     This historic program was shot on our backyard on the Erie Canal. This 
magnificent waterway conrtributes so much that we still take it for granted. There is 
transportation, economy, recreation , and so much more from this wonderful local 
resource. This asset brings people to our area. The program gave some history and 
well as insight into what The State Of New York might be doing to maintain and 



enhance the Erie Canal. 
 

E.M.S. and You  

     The Ambulance Service Of Fulton County has partnered with us over 29 years ao 
to devope this program. It is allowing the ambulance service to discuss it's problems 
from medical to financial, but also gives them the chance to teach people. When should 
you call for assistance, how to do it effectively, and yes, there is a charge and why. We 
talk about the continuing education and more. We also did a tour of one of the 
ambulances at the base and talked to some of the personel. 
 

Parade Coverage 

     So many people have enjoyed our covering area parades. We provide video 
coverage as well as comentary . This quarter, we covered the Memorial day parade in 
both Gloversville and Johnstown. 
 

Our Graduation Coverage 
    We did again cover school events. We taped and will be airring the Gloversville and 
Johnstown High School Graduations. 

 
Introduction Of Fulmont to the Community 

     We did a fifty minute program on the services provided by this agency. It serves all 
of Fulton and Montomery Counties.We had the chance to meet folks that have been 
with the agency for 30 years. They provide so many local services to those in need. 
 
 
Bad Local Emergencies 
     Our Emergency Alert System has been working overtime with so many weather 
emergency from severe thunderstorms to flooding and flash flooding. We do not delay 
on airring these messages. 


